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Diabatic intermolecular potentials and bound states of open-shell
atom–molecule dimers: Application to the F2P– H2 complex
W. B. Zeimen,a) J. Kłos,b) G. C. Groenenboom,c) and A. van der Avoirdd)
Institute of Theoretical Chemistry, NSRIM, University of Nijmegen, Toernooiveld 1,
6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands
~Received 2 December 2002; accepted 31 January 2003!
We present a general derivation of the expansion of diabatic intermolecular potentials for an
open-shell atom interacting with a closed-shell molecule and the multipolar expansion of these
potentials in the long range. It is outlined how to compute bound states of the open-shell atom–
molecule complex from the set of asymptotically degenerate diabatic potentials in a body-fixed basis
of rovibrational wave functions with the inclusion of spin–orbit coupling. This method is applied to
produce all the bound energy levels of the F(2P) – H2 van der Waals complex with recent diabatic
potentials obtained from ab initio calculations by Kłos et al. @Int. J. Quantum Chem. 90, 1038
~2002!#. The binding energy D0 is 14.6 cm21 for the para-H2 complex and 19.3 cm21 for the ortho-
H2 complex. The para-H2 – F complex does not possess any bound states for rotational quantum
numbers J larger than 92, the ortho-H2 – F complex has a maximum J of 112 . © 2003 American
Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1562623#
I. INTRODUCTION
In the more familiar case of two interacting closed-shell
molecules the intermolecular potential obtained by solving
the first step of the Born–Oppenheimer ~BO! or adiabatic
approximation is a scalar function. That is, it is invariant
under rotations of the whole system, as well as under space-
inversion. When the dependence of the potential on the mo-
lecular orientations is expressed by an expansion in a basis
of angular functions also these functions should be invariant
under overall rotations.1 Such an expansion is convenient for
the application of intermolecular potential surfaces in dy-
namical calculations, computations of second virial coeffi-
cients, etc. The coefficients in the expansion depend on the
intermolecular distance R and, for nonrigid molecules, on the
intramolecular coordinates.1,2
For open-shell systems the situation is more compli-
cated. The electronic states of open-shell atoms and mol-
ecules are often degenerate, and for a given electronic state
of the interacting species there exists multiple adiabatic in-
termolecular potential surfaces that are asymptotically de-
generate. Nonadiabatic coupling between the electronic
states involved becomes important. In dynamical calcula-
tions it is useful to define a ‘‘generalized BO model’’ which
includes the nonadiabatic coupling, but only between the set
of electronic states that are asymptotically degenerate. This
model works well when the energy separation between the
electronic states included in the model and all other states is
large with respect to the intermolecular interactions that split
the model states.
Formulas for intermolecular potentials between an open-
shell atom and a closed-shell diatomic molecule have been
presented by Alexander3 and by Dubernet and Hutson.4,5 Al-
exander obtained his formulas3 by writing the intermolecular
interaction operator in the form of the multipole expansion.
However, this expansion is valid only in the long range,
when there is no overlap between the wave functions of the
interacting species. Dubernet and Hutson derived their for-
mulas by starting from the well-known expansion of
diatom–diatom potentials, replacing the polar angles of one
of the diatom axes by the coordinates of the electrons in the
atom, and taking matrix elements with respect to the degen-
erate electronic substates of the open-shell atom. In Sec. II of
this paper we will show that the same formulas can be ob-
tained by defining a general intermolecular potential energy
operator Vˆ for interacting open-shell species and using only
the property that this operator is invariant under rotations and
inversion. We also define a set of asymptotically degenerate
diabatic states and we show how to expand the correspond-
ing diabatic potentials in the appropriate angle-dependent
functions. The formulas are first derived for open-shell
atom–diatom systems and then generalized to atom–
nonlinear molecule systems. Furthermore, it is shown in Sec.
III how the diabatic interaction potentials can be expressed in
closed analytic form by the use of the multipole expansion
that holds in the long range. An important long range inter-
action term in the coupling potential between diabatic states
of the same symmetry was overlooked in Ref. 3.
Next, we outline the procedure to include the set of as-
ymptotically degenerate intermolecular potentials for open-
shell atom–molecule dimers in bound state calculations. The
theory is applied to the F(2P) – H2(1Sg1) complex. The in-
teraction of F(2P) atoms with H2 molecules has received
much attention from experimentalists and theoreticians.6–21
Most studies address the chemical reaction F1H2→H1HF
or one of its isotopic equivalents, theoretically by quantum
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scattering calculations or quasiclassical trajectory studies and
experimentally by crossed molecular-beam studies. Theory
and experiment have reached a fair level of agreement. In the
similar reaction Cl1H2→H1HCl it was found22,23 that the
occurrence of a weakly bound Cl– H2 complex in the en-
trance channel of the reaction is of great importance. In the
F1H2 reaction the role of such an entrance channel complex
F– H2 has not yet been established, but it is certainly worth-
while to study this complex in detail. Lately, Takayanagi and
co-workers24 reported the presence of van der Waals reso-
nances in the F1H2 reaction probability, and they used an
approximate approach to calculate F– H2 bound states from
one-dimensional effective potential curves. Aquilanti
et al.16,17 measured elastic F– D2 scattering cross sections
and used these data to construct diabatic F– H2 potential sur-
faces. Rotationally inelastic F– H2 scattering cross sections
were measured in the Toennies group.19–21
We report the first detailed study of the bound states of
F– H2 . We employed the accurate three-dimensional diabatic
potential energy surfaces for the F(2P) – H2 system that were
recently reported by Kłos et al.25 They were obtained from
ab initio unrestricted coupled cluster calculations with
single, double, and noniterative triple excitations
@UCCSD~T!#. The ab initio data of Kłos et al. was refitted
~see Sec. IV! with the use of the formulas derived in Secs. II
and III. This was necessary because the original fit of this
potential had some unphysical artefacts at large distances.
These were overlooked in Ref. 25, and they constitute a se-
rious problem in bound state calculations. For comparison,
we also computed the bound states of F– H2 from the em-
pirical potentials of Aquilanti et al.17 The method for the
calculation of the van der Waals levels on the three asymp-
totically degenerate diabatic potential energy surfaces with
the inclusion of the potential that couples them is presented
in Sec. V. The spin–orbit interaction in the F(2P) atom is
included as well. In Sec. VI we discuss the results.
II. DIABATIC INTERMOLECULAR POTENTIALS FOR
OPEN-SHELL ATOM–MOLECULE COMPLEXES
We consider an open-shell atom ~A! interacting with
a closed-shell molecule ~B!. The degenerate states of the
open-shell atom A are denoted as ul ,m&A with fixed l and
m52l , . . . ,l . These quantum numbers may refer to the or-
bital angular momentum of the atom or, more generally, to
the total electronic angular momentum J ,M J of a spin–orbit
coupled state. In the latter case l can adopt half-integer val-
ues. We assume that the states ul ,m&A are of well-defined
parity p under inversion, iˆul ,m&A5(21)pul ,m&A. Molecule
B is a closed-shell molecule in state u0&B with no electronic
degeneracy. We may define a set of asymptotically degener-
ate diabatic states of the interacting system A–B and denote
these by ul,m&. Although these wave functions are labeled
with the quantum numbers of A, the functions depend on the
electronic coordinates of both A and B. For large distance R
between A and B they may be written as products
ul ,m&Au0&B and the mixing of the diabatic electronic states
ul,m& of system A–B induced by overall rotation of the
whole system follows the transformation of the states ul ,m&A
of the atom. Since these states are well separated in energy
from other electronic states of the interacting system and do
not mix with other electronic states, we may assume that this
transformation property holds for all relevant distances.
Subsystem B may be a general closed-shell molecule ~or
atom!, but we will first write the formulas for a diatomic
molecule. The intermolecular vector R points from the
nucleus of atom A to the center-of-mass of molecule B and
the vector r is the diatom bond axis. The intermolecular po-
tential energy is a linear operator in the vector space spanned
by the set of diabatic states and may be expanded as
Vˆ (l)5 (
m8m
ul ,m8&SF^l ,muVm8m
(l)
~R ,b ,a ,r ,uSF,fSF!. ~1!
The functions Vm8m
(l)
are the diabatic potentials with respect to
a space-fixed ~SF! coordinate system. They depend on the
atom–diatom coordinates: R , b , a , the length and the polar
angles of the vector R with respect to the SF frame and
r , uSF, fSF, the length and polar angles of r. These potentials
may be expanded
Vm8m
(l)
~R ,b ,a ,r ,uSF,fSF!
5 (
LQ;llB
C(llB)L ,Q~b ,a ,uSF,fSF!v llB ;LQ
(l)m8m~R ,r ! ~2!
in a complete set of angular functions
C(llB)L ,Q~b ,a ,uSF,fSF!
5 (
mmB
Cl ,m~b ,a!ClB ,mB~u
SF
,fSF!^l ,m;lB ,mBuL ,Q&,
~3!
which are products of two Racah normalized spherical har-
monics Cl ,m(u ,f) coupled by means of Clebsch–Gordan co-
efficients ^l ,m;lB ,mBuL ,Q&.26 The operators ul ,m8&^l ,mu
are also coupled to a Clebsch–Gordan series to produce ir-
reducible tensor operators,
Tˆ L8,Q8
(l)
5 (
m8m
ul ,m8&^l ,mu~21 !l2m^l ,m8;l ,2muL8,Q8&.
~4!
The above definition holds both with respect to the SF frame
and with respect to a body-fixed ~BF! frame introduced be-
low. The quantum number L8 has always integer values,
even if l is a half-integer. From the invariance of the total
potential energy operator under overall rotations of the
system A–B it follows then that the quantum numbers
L8 and Q8 must be related to the quantum numbers L and Q
of the coupled angular expansion functions as L85L and
Q852Q . The expansion of the rotationally invariant poten-
tial energy operator reads
Vˆ (l)5(
LQ
~21 !QTˆ L ,2Q
(l)SF
3(
llB
C(llB)L ,Q~b ,a ,uSF,fSF!v llB ;L
(l) ~R ,r !. ~5!
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The choice of rotationally invariant expansion operators im-
plies that the expansion coefficients do not depend on Q .
The intermolecular potential depends only on the inter-
nal coordinates which can be explicitly defined with the in-
troduction of a body-fixed ~BF! frame. A two-angle embed-
ded BF frame is obtained by putting the z-axis along the
vector R, i.e., by rotation of the SF frame over the angles b,
a. The diatom axis r has the polar angles u, f in this frame,
where u is the angle between the vectors R and r. A fully
embedded BF frame is obtained by a third rotation over the
angle f, which ensures that the diatom axis r lies in the BF
xz-plane. The coupled angular functions of Eq. ~3!, when
transformed to the BF frame, are given by2,27
C(llB)L ,Q~b ,a ,uSF,fSF!
5(
K
^l ,0;lB ,KuL ,K&DQ ,K
(L) ~a ,b ,f!*ClB ,K~u ,0!. ~6!
The function DQ ,K
(L) (a ,b ,f) is an element of the Wigner ro-
tation matrix.26 The diabatic basis ul,m& and the irreducible
tensors in Eq. ~4! transform from the SF to the BF frame by
the standard rotation rules. Substitution of these results into
Eq. ~5! and use of the properties26 of Wigner D-functions
yields the expansion of the potential with respect to the BF
frame,
Vˆ (l)5(
LK
Tˆ L ,2K
(l)BF(
lB
ClB ,K~u ,0!v lB ;L ,K
(l) ~R ,r !. ~7!
The expansion coefficients in Eq. ~7! are related to those in
Eq. ~5! as
v lB ;L ,K
(l) ~R ,r !5~21 !K(
l
^l ,0;lB ,KuL ,K&v llB ;L
(l) ~R ,r !.
~8!
The diabatic potentials that occur in a nonadiabatic
dynamical treatment according to the ‘‘generalized BO
model’’ are the matrix elements of the rotationally invariant
potential energy operator Vˆ (l) over the diabatic states ul,m&
with m52l , . . . ,l . They are most conveniently expressed in
BF coordinates. With the aid of Eq. ~4! it follows from Eq.
~7! that the diabatic potentials can be expanded as
Vm8,m
(l)
~R ,r ,u!5^l ,m8uVˆ (l)ul ,m&BF
5(
lB
ClB ,m2m8~u ,0!v lB
(l)m8,m~R ,r ! ~9!
with coefficients
v lB
(l)m8,m~R ,r !5(
LK
~21 !l2m^l ,m8;l ,2muL ,2K&
3v lB ;L ,K
(l) ~R ,r !. ~10!
Only terms with K5m2m8 occur in this summation and the
expansion of a given diabatic potential Vm8,m
(l) (R ,r ,u) in Eq.
~9! contains only spherical harmonics ClB ,K(u ,0) with K
5m2m8. The index lB runs from uKu to infinity.
We also require that the potential energy operator is in-
variant under inversion, iˆVˆ (l) iˆ†5Vˆ (l). The effect of inver-
sion on the BF diabatic states is given in Ref. 28 ~Sec. V
in the Appendix!. The irreducible tensor operators de-
fined in Eq. ~4! behave under inversion as iˆTˆ L ,Q
(l)BFiˆ†
5(21)L2QTˆ L ,2Q(l)
BF
. The angle u does not change by inver-
sion and the real angular functions in Eq. ~7! obey the rela-
tion ClB ,2K(u ,0)5(21)
KClB ,K(u ,0). When we apply inver-
sion invariance to the expansion of the potential energy
operator in Eq. ~7! and use these relations, it becomes clear
that the expansion coefficients must satisfy
v lB ;L ,2K
(l) ~R ,r !5~21 !Lv lB ;L ,K
(l) ~R ,r !. ~11!
Then, with the aid of Eq. ~10!, one can show that the expan-
sion coefficients of the diabatic potentials in Eq. ~9! have the
property,
v lB
(l)2m8,2m~R ,r !5v lB
(l)m8,m~R ,r !. ~12!
Finally, from the requirement that the potential energy opera-
tor Vˆ (l) must be Hermitian it follows that
v lB ;L ,K
(l) ~R ,r !*5v lB ;L ,2K
(l) ~R ,r ! ~13!
and the expansion coefficients of the diabatic potentials in
Eq. ~9! obey the additional relation,
v lB
(l)m8,m~R ,r !*5~21 !m82mv lB
(l)m ,m8~R ,r !. ~14!
Instead of the diabatic wave functions ul ,m&BF one may
use wave functions that are even or odd with respect to in-
version iˆ . This paper deals with atom–diatom systems, the
diabatic states ul,m& are pure orbital angular momentum
states, and the quantum number l adopts integer values only.
In the Appendix of Ref. 28 it is shown that inversion with
respect to the SF system is equivalent to the operation
Rˆ y(p) iˆ in the BF system. For purely spatial wave functions
this operation is a reflection sxz with respect to the plane
through the nuclei. It follows directly that the combinations
u0&5 ul ,0&BF for p1l even
um1&5(ul ,2m&BF1(21)p1l2mul ,m&BF)/&
A8 symmetry
u0&5ul ,0&BF for p1l odd
um2&5i(ul ,2m&BF2~21 !p1l2mul ,m&BF)/&
A9 symmetry ~15!
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~with m.0) are symmetric (A8) or antisymmetric (A9) un-
der this reflection sxz . If the atom is in a P state, then l
51 and m521, 0, 1. For linear geometries (u50) the first
function of A8 symmetry describes a S state with respect to
the intermolecular axis R. The second function of A8 sym-
metry and the function of A9 symmetry form the components
of a twofold degenerate P state. With the aid of Eqs. ~12!
and ~14! one finds that the matrix elements, i.e., the diabatic
potentials, in this basis are related ~for p1l even! to the
matrix elements in Eq. ~9! by
^0uVˆ (l)u0&5^l ,0uVˆ (l)ul ,0&BF,
^m81uVˆ (l)um1&5~21 !m81m^l ,m8uVˆ (l)ul ,m&BF
1~21 !p1l2m8^l ,m8uVˆ (l)ul ,2m&BF,
^0uVˆ (l)um1&5~21 !p1l2m&^l ,0uVˆ (l)ul ,m&BF, ~16!
^m81uVˆ (l)um2&50,
^0uVˆ (l)um2&50,
^m82uVˆ (l)um2&5~21 !m81m^l ,m8uVˆ (l)ul ,m&BF
2~21 !p1l2m8^l ,m8uVˆ (l)ul ,2m&BF.
So, when the diabatic states are adapted to symmetry A8 and
A9 the matrix V(l)(R ,r ,u) with elements given by the diaba-
tic potentials becomes block-diagonal, with a 232 block of
A8 symmetry and a single matrix element of A9 symmetry.
For odd values of p1l the state ul ,0&BF is of A9 symmetry
and the nonzero matrix elements of this symmetry form a
232 block, while the A8 symmetry block contains only one
element in that case. Adiabatic potentials are, by definition,
the eigenvalues of this matrix. The adiabatic states have ei-
ther A8 or A9 symmetry and can be obtained by separate
diagonalizations of the corresponding symmetry blocks.
Sometimes ~see Sec. V! it is convenient to use the two-
angle embedded BF frame instead of the BF frame obtained
by the rotation Rˆ (a ,b ,f). Such a frame is obtained by the
rotation Rˆ (a ,b ,0) that directs the BF z-axis along the vector
R. The irreducible tensor operators that correspond to the
diabatic states in these two BF systems are related as
Tˆ L ,2K
(l)BF5exp~ iKf!Tˆ L ,2K
(l)BF,2
. ~17!
This additional factor depending on the angle f can be put
into the spherical harmonics ClB ,K(u ,0) in Eq. ~7!. Recalling
that Eq. ~10! yields K5m2m8 one finds that the expansion
of the diabatic potentials
Vm8,m
(l)
~R ,r ,u ,f!5^l ,m8uVˆ (l)ul ,m&BF,2
5(
lB
ClB ,m2m8~u ,f!v lB
(l)m8,m~R ,r !
~18!
differs only slightly from the expansion in Eq. ~9! for the
fully BF system.
When molecule B is a general nonlinear molecule in-
stead of a diatom we write q for the internal coordinates
instead of r . The diatom axis r must be replaced by one of
the molecule’s principal axes, preferentially a symmetry axis
~if present!. An extra angle x is needed to define the orien-
tation of the molecule with respect to the BF frame. This
angle corresponds to the rotation of the molecule about the
principal axis chosen. When the molecule is a symmetric top
its rotational states are labeled with an extra quantum num-
ber kB , but also for a general nonlinear molecule the sym-
metric rotor functions labeled with (lB ,mB ,kB) form a basis.
The expansion of the intermolecular potential requires an
extra summation over kB . This quantum number is a specta-
tor quantum number that is not involved in the angular mo-
mentum coupling. We obtain the same formula for the BF
expansion of the diabatic potentials as in Eq. ~18!, except for
the Racah spherical harmonics ClB ,K(u ,f) that must be re-
placed by Wigner rotation functions DK ,kB
(lB) (f ,u ,x)*,
Vm8,m
(l)
~R ,q,f ,u ,x!5^l ,m8uVˆ (l)ul ,m&BF,2
5 (
lB ,kB
D
m2m8,kB
(lB) ~f ,u ,x!* v lB ,kB
(l)m8,m~R ,q!.
~19!
III. LONG RANGE INTERACTIONS
For large distances R between the atom A and the ~gen-
eral! molecule B we can write the diabatic wave functions as
ul ,m&Au0&B. For the intermolecular interaction operator Vˆ
we can use the multipole expansion in spherical tensor
form.1 The diabatic potentials in the long range region are
obtained by taking the (2l11)-dimensional matrix of the
operator Vˆ over the diabatic basis ul ,m&Au0&B with m
52l , . . . ,l . The matrix elements29 contain the atomic inte-
grals ^l ,m8uQˆ mA
(lA)ul ,m&A over the components (mA
52lA ,.. . ,lA) of the multipole operator Qˆ mA
(lA) with the basis
ul ,m&A on the open-shell atom A. These integrals can all be
expressed in terms of a single atomic multipole moment
Q (lA)5^l ,0uQˆ 0
(lA)ul ,0&A by means of the Wigner–Eckart
theorem.26 They also contain expectation values of the mul-
tipole operators Qˆ kB
(lB) over the ground state wave function
u0&B, which are the permanent multipole moments QkB
(lB) of
molecule B. These multipole moments QkB
(lB) are defined with
respect to a reference frame on monomer B and are given
with respect to the dimer BF frame by the equation Q˜
mB
(lB)
5(kBQkB
(lB)D
mB ,kB
(lB) (f ,u ,x)*. The Euler angles ~f, u, x! re-
late the monomer frame on B to the two-angle embedded
dimer BF frame. Finally, the multipole expansion contains
spherical harmonics ClA1lB ,2mA2mB(b ,a), which in the
dimer BF frame with its z-axis along the vector R are simply
ClA1lB ,2mA2mB(0,0)5dmA1mB,0 . Substitution of the above
relations into the multipole expanded diabatic potentials
yields precisely Eq. ~19! with expansion coefficients ex-
pressed in closed form
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v lB ,kB
(l)m8,m~R ,q!5(
lA
F ~2lA12lB11 !!~2lA!!~2lB!! G
1/2
~21 ! lA2m8
3S lA lB lA1lBm82m m2m8 0 D
3S l lA l
2m8 m82m m
D
3S l lA l0 0 0 D
21
Q (lA)QkB
(lB)R2lA2lB21.
~20!
The quantities in large round brackets are 3- j symbols. Note
that the molecular multipole moments QkB
(lB) depend on the
internal coordinates q of B. For linear molecules B only
terms with kB50 are present and one obtains the expansion
of Eq. ~9!.
For atom A in a P state, such as F(2P), Cl(2P), Br(2P),
the only nonvanishing multipole moment is the quadrupole
QA , with lA52. When B is a linear molecule with dipole dB
and quadrupole QB the dipole–quadrupole interaction matrix
for the diabatic basis ul ,m&BF with l51 and m521, 0, 1 is
Vdq5F 32P1,0 34P1,1& 034P1,1& 23 P1,0 2 34P1,1&
0 2 34P1,1& 32P1,0
G QAdBR4 ~21!
with the associated Legendre functions P1,05cos u and P1,1
5sin u. The quadrupole–quadrupole interaction matrix is
Vqq5F 23P2,0 2P2,1& 2 14P2,22P2,1& 6P2,0 P2,1&
2 14P2,2 P2,1& 23P2,0
G QAQBR5 ~22!
with the associated Legendre functions P2,05 12(3 cos2 u
21), P2,153 sin u cos u, and P2,253 sin2 u.
For the diabatic basis u0&, u11&, and u12& adapted to
inversion symmetry and with the assumption that u0& is of
even parity the dipole–quadrupole interaction matrix is
Vdq5F 23P1,0 32P1,1 032P1,1 32P1,0 0
0 0 32P1,0
G QAdBR4 . ~23!
The quadrupole–quadrupole interaction matrix in the
symmetry-adapted basis is
Vqq5F 6P2,0 22P2,1 022P2,1 23P2,01 14 P2,2 0
0 0 23P2,02 14P2,2
G QAQBR5 .
~24!
Observe that the off-diagonal matrix element V12 , called Vxz
in Ref. 3, contains important long-range contributions which
were overlooked in that reference.
IV. REFIT OF THE AB INITIO DATA
Three-dimensional diabatic potentials for F(2P) – H2
were calculated in Ref. 25. After careful checking we found,
however, that the analytical fit of these potentials given in
Ref. 25 revealed unphysical behavior in the region with R
.5.5 Å not covered by the ab initio calculations. Since this
behavior would cause problems in the calculation of bound
van der Waals levels we decided to refit the ab initio data for
V0,0
(l)
, V1,1
(l)5V21,21
(l) and V1,21
(l) 5V21,1
(l)
. The V0,1
(l) diabatic
surface of Ref. 25 behaves correctly and was kept. The quan-
tum number l is always 1 in the remainder of this paper and
from here on will be omitted from the notation of the poten-
tials. Note that 21<m ,m8<1.
The ab initio calculation of the potentials in Ref. 25 was
performed for linear and T-shaped F– H2 for a range of dis-
tances R and r . Three adiabatic ~clamped nuclei! potential
surfaces were obtained for each of these geometries. For the
linear geometry these were labeled VS and VP, the latter
being twofold degenerate. For the T-shaped geometry they
were labeled VA1, VB1, and VB2 according to their C2v sym-
metry. The procedure to fit the R and r dependence of the
potentials Vs(R ,r) for each of these symmetries s was pre-
viously applied to the Cl– H2 van der Waals complex and
described in detail in Ref. 30. Briefly, the ab initio points for
each value of r were fitted to the Esposti–Werner31 functions
of the variable R ,
V~R !5G~R !exp~2a1R2a2!2T~R ! (
n55
9
CnR2n, ~25!
where
G~R !5(j50
8
g jR j ~26!
and
T~R !5 12 ~11tanh~11tR !! ~27!
is a damping function. The parameters ai , g j , t , and Cn
were optimized for each value of r with the modified
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm from the MINPACK set of
routines for nonlinear least squares fitting. The smallest root
mean square ~rms! value of the fit was on the order of
0.001 cm21 and usually the rms did not exceed 0.1 cm21.
Then the potentials Vs(R ,r) for each symmetry s
5S , P , A1 , B1 , B2 were expanded in a power series of
fractional extensions z5(r2re)/re of the H2 bond length
with respect to the equilibrium value re51.400 a0 ,
Vs~R ,r !5 (
p50
4
vp
s ~R !zp. ~28!
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Results for Vs(R ,r) were available for four values of z ~in
addition to z50) and to obtain the coefficients vps (R) for a
given value of R we solved a system of four linear equations.
At the linear (u50°) and T-shaped (u590°) geom-
etries, where the ab initio calculations were made, the sym-
metry is higher than the general Cs symmetry of the planar
triatomic species that was used to adapt the diabatic states
according to their reflection (A8 or A9) behavior, see Eq.
~15!. The S state and the in-plane P state of the linear ge-
ometry obtain A8 symmetry when the system is bent and the
out-of-plane P state obtains A9 symmetry. For the T-shaped
(C2v) geometry the A1 and B2 states correlate with A8 sym-
metry in Cs and the B1 state with A9 symmetry. Because of
the higher symmetry at these specific geometries there is no
coupling between the two diabatic states of A8 symmetry,
i.e., the coupling potential V0,1(R ,r ,u) must vanish for u
50° and 90°, cf. Eq. ~16!. Therefore, the diabatic states at
these geometries are the same as the adiabatic states. For the
linear geometry the diabatic potentials V0,0 and V11 ,11 of A8
symmetry correspond to the adiabatic potentials VS and VP,
respectively, and the diabatic potential V12 ,12 of A9 symme-
try also corresponds to VP. For the T-shaped geometry the
two diabatic potentials of A8 symmetry correspond to the
adiabatic potentials VA1 and VB2 and the A9 diabatic poten-
tial to VB1.
The expansion of the diabatic potentials Vm8,m(R ,r ,u) in
Racah normalized spherical harmonics ClB ,m2m8(u ,0) is
given in Eq. ~9!. Only terms with even values of lB occur in
this expansion because H2 is homonuclear. On the basis of
experience with rare gas–H2 complexes32–35 the terms with
lB>4 in this expansion may be neglected. When the terms
with lB50 and lB52 are substituted into the right-hand side
of Eq. ~16! with the values of the Racah spherical harmonics
ClB ,m2m8(u ,0) at u50° and u590° for the linear and
T-shaped geometries, respectively, the diabatic potentials of
FIG. 1. Contour plots of the diabatic potentials V0,0 and V1,15@V11 ,111V12 ,12#/2. Upper panels: Kłos et al. ~Ref. 25! and this paper. Lower panels: Aquilanti
et al. ~Ref. 17!.
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A8 and A9 symmetry become simple linear combinations of
the expansion coefficients v lB
m8,m(R ,r). Setting these poten-
tials equal to the corresponding adiabatic potentials and us-
ing the symmetry relations for the expansion coefficients
@Eqs. ~12! and ~14!# gives simple sets of linear equations that
are easily solved to find
v0
0,0~R ,r !5 13 @2VA1~R ,r !1VS~R ,r !# ,
v2
0,0~R ,r !5 23 @VS~R ,r !2VA1~R ,r !# , ~29!
v0
1,1~R ,r !5v0
21,21~R ,r !
5 13 @VB1~R ,r !1VB2~R ,r !1VP~R ,r !# ,
v2
1,1~R ,r !5v2
21,21~R ,r !
5 13 @2VP~R ,r !2VB1~R ,r !1VB2~R ,r !# , ~30!
FIG. 2. Contour plots of the diabatic potential V1,215@V11 ,11
2V12 ,12#/2. Upper panel: Kłos et al. ~Ref. 25! and this paper. Lower panel:
Aquilanti et al. ~Ref. 17!.
FIG. 3. Contour plots of the diabatic coupling potential V0,152V0,11 /& .
Top panel: Kłos et al. ~Ref. 25! and this paper. Middle panel: Long range
quadrupole–quadrupole term only. Bottom panel: Aquilanti et al. ~Ref. 17!.
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v2
1,21~R ,r !5v2
21,1~R ,r !5
2
A6
@VB1~R ,r !2VB2~R ,r !# . ~31!
Hence, the expansion coefficients of the diabatic potentials
Vm8,m(R ,r ,u) can be directly obtained from the fitted adia-
batic potentials Vs(R ,r).
The diabatic coupling potential V0,1(R ,r ,u)
52V21,0(R ,r ,u)5V1,0(R ,r ,u)52V0,21(R ,r ,u) cannot be
extracted from these calculations, because it vanishes both at
the linear and T-shaped geometries. It was calculated for a
number of angles u and expanded in spherical harmonics
ClB,1(u ,0) by means of Gauss–Legendre quadrature. Note,
however, that the potential expanded in Ref. 25 refers to a
diabatic basis adapted to symmetry A8 and A9 and corre-
sponds to the matrix element V0,11(R ,r ,u) of Eq. ~16!.
Equation ~16! shows that V0,1(R ,r ,u)52V0,11(R ,r ,u)/& .
The refitted potentials are plotted in Figs. 1, 2, and 3.
They are free from artifacts in the long range and can be
safely used in bound state calculations. They are available
upon request from Kłos; also requests for the potential from
Ref. 25 will be fulfilled by sending the refitted ones. In these
figures we also plotted the empirical potentials of Aquilanti
et al.17 obtained from elastic F– H2 scattering cross sections.
The diabat V0,0 has a global minimum for the T-shaped ge-
ometry. In our potential the position of this minimum is at
Re52.49 Å with well depth De5141.4 cm21, whereas in
the potential of Aquilanti et al. this minimum occurs at Re
52.69 Å and is deeper with De5157.03 cm21. The global
minimum in the diabat V1,1 occurs for the collinear geom-
etry. In our potential this minimum is located at Re
53.35 Å with De546.76 cm21, while the potential of Aq-
uilanti et al. has its minimum at Re53.42 Å with De
541.05 cm21. The diabat V1,21 in Fig. 2 is the small differ-
ence @V11 ,112V12 ,12#/2. Also this diabat is quite similar
for the two potentials. The off-diagonal coupling term V0,1 in
Fig. 3 again shows larger differences between our potential
and that of Aquilanti et al. Comparison of the upper two
panels of this figure makes it clear that the behavior of this
diabatic coupling potential is completely dominated by the
long range quadrupole–quadrupole interaction @see Eq. ~22!#
a contribution that was overlooked in Ref. 3.
V. BOUND STATE CALCULATIONS
The bound state calculations on F(2P) – H2 are most
conveniently performed in a two-angle embedded BF frame
with the z-axis along the vector R from the F-atom to the H2
center of mass. The H–H bond axis r has the polar angles ~u,
f! with respect to this frame. The H2 vibration is very fast
and can be adiabatically separated from the intermolecular
motions in the F– H2 complex. Actually, which is almost
equivalent,36 we froze the H–H bond length at its ground
state vibrationally averaged value r51.448 36 a0 and used
the vibrationally averaged value b0559.336 322 cm21 of the
H2 rotational constant. For comparison we also performed
some calculations with the potential averaged over the H2
ground state (v50) vibration and with the H–H bond length
frozen at its equilibrium value re51.401 12 a0 and be
560.853 119 cm21.
In the two-angle BF representation the nuclear motion
Hamiltonian reduces to
Hˆ 5
2\2
2mABR
]2
]R2 R1
~ jˆA1 jˆB!222~ jˆA1 jˆB!Jˆ1Jˆ 2
2mABR2
1b0 jˆB2 1Alˆ "Sˆ1 (
m8,m
ul ,m8&Vm8,m~R ,u ,f!^l ,mu,
~32!
where mAB is the reduced mass of the complex and
A522DSO/3 is the spin–orbit coupling constant of the
F(2P) atom. The operators lˆ and Sˆ are the orbital and spin
angular momentum of the F-atom, jˆA5lˆ 1Sˆ represents the
total atomic angular momentum. The operator jˆB is the rota-
tional angular momentum of the H2 molecule and Jˆ the total
angular momentum of the complex. The diabatic states of the
F(2P) – H2 complex that correlate with the corresponding
states of the F(2P) atom are labeled with the quantum num-
bers ~l, m!, where l51 and m521, 0, 1 is the projection
of lˆ on the BF z-axis R. The potentials Vm8,m(R ,u ,f) are
the diabatic interaction potentials in a two-angle embedded
BF frame described in Sec. II, Eq. ~18!. The expansion co-
efficients are the same as in the three-angle embedded frame,
cf. Eq. ~9!. These expansion coefficients are obtained from
the expansion of the three-dimensional potentials in Sec. IV
by fixing r at the values mentioned above.
Because of the large spin–orbit coupling DSO
5404 cm21 of F(2P) we used a coupled atomic basis set,
u jAvA&[u~lS ! jAvA&
5(
m ,s
ul ,m&uS ,s&^l ,m;S ,su jA ,vA& ~33!
in which the spin–orbit term in the Hamiltonian lˆ "Sˆ5( jˆA2
2lˆ 22Sˆ 2)/2 is diagonal. Since l51 and S5 12, one finds
that jA5 12 or 32. The two-angle embedded BF basis for the
complex reads
un , jA ,vA , jB ,vB ,V&
5un&F2J114p G
1/2
u jAvA&Y jB ,vB~u ,f!DM ,V
(J) ~a ,b ,0!*.
~34!
The spherical harmonics Y jB ,vB(u ,f) describe the rotation
of the H2 monomer and the symmetric rotor functions
DM ,V
(J) (a ,b ,0)* the overall rotation of the complex. The ex-
act quantum numbers J ,M are omitted from the shorthand
notation on the left-hand side. Remember that ~b, a! are the
polar angles of the BF z-axis R with respect to a SF coordi-
nate system. The components along this axis obey the rela-
tion V5vA1vB . The radial basis functions un&5xn(R) are
Morse oscillator type functions defined in Ref. 37.
The matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in Eq. ~32! over
the basis in Eq. ~34! are
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^n8, jA8 ,vA8 , jB8 ,vB8 ,V8uHˆ un , jA ,vA , jB ,vB ,V&
5d jA8 , jAd jB8 , jBdvA8 ,vAdvB8 ,vBdV8,VF ^n8u 2\22mABR ]
2
]R2 Run&1^n8u
1
2mABR2
un&~ jA~ jA11 !1 jB~ jB11 !1J~J11 !
2vA
2 2vB
2 2V2!1dn8,n$b0 jB~ jB11 !1 12 A~ jA~ jA11 !2l~l11 !2S~S11 !!%G
1d jA8 , jAd jB8 , jB^n8u
1
2mABR2
un&@C
vA8 ,vA11
jA C
vB8 ,vB21
jB 1C
vA8 ,vA21
jA C
vB8 ,vB11
jB 2CV8,V11
J
~C
vA8 ,vA11
jA 1C
vB8 ,vB11
jB !
2CV8,V21
J
~C
vA8 ,vA21
jA 1C
vB8 ,vB21
jB !#1 (
m8,m
^n8, jA8 ,vA8 , jB8 ,vB8 ,V8ul ,m8&Vm8,m~R ,u ,f!^l ,mun , jA ,vA , jB ,vB ,V&
~35!
with Cv8,v61
j
5dv8,v61@ j( j11)2v(v61)#1/2.
The expansion of the diabatic potential surfaces Vm8,m(R ,u ,f) in terms of Racah normalized spherical harmonics
Cl ,m(u ,f) is given by Eq. ~18!. With Eq. ~33! for the coupled atomic basis the potential matrix elements are
^n8, jA8 ,vA8 , jB8 ,vB8 ,V8ul ,m8&Vm8,m~R ,u ,f!^l ,mun , jA ,vA , jB ,vB ,V&
5~21 !2(l2S)1vB81vA8 1vA@~2 jA8 11 !~2 jA11 !~2 jB811 !~2 jB11 !#1/2
3S l S jA8
m8 s 2vA8
D S l S jAm s 2vAD(lB ^n8uv lBm8,m~R !un&S jB8 lB jB0 0 0 D S jB8 lB jB2vB8 m2m8 vBD . ~36!
In addition to J and M there are two exact quantum
numbers; the parity of the states of the complex under inver-
sion iˆ and the even/odd parity of jB . Even jB refers to para-
H2 , odd jB to ortho-H2 states. The effect of inversion on the
basis is
iˆun , jA ,vA , jB ,vB ,V&
5~21 !l2 jA1Jun , jA ,2vA , jB ,2vB ,2V&. ~37!
This property can be used to construct a parity-adapted basis
or to inspect the parity of the wave functions obtained by
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix when the basis is
not parity-adapted beforehand.
Computational details: The bound states were obtained
from a full diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix using
the LAPACK routines of MATLAB 6 ~Ref. 38! and optimi-
zation toolboxes. Calculations were performed for J up to 112
inclusive, which provides all the bound states. The levels
were converged to within about 1024 cm21 with a basis
truncated at jBmax55. This gives jB50, 2, 4 for para-H2 and
TABLE I. Bound states of F–H2 for J5
1
2 up to
11
2 . Energies are in cm21 relative to the energy of separated
F(2P3/2) and H2( j50) in the case of para states and H2( j51) for ortho states. Parities (1/2) of the eigen-
states are indicated in parentheses.
J5 12 J5
3
2 J5
5
2 J5
7
2 J5
9
2 J5
11
2
para-H2
214.568 (1) 214.086 (2) 212.179 (1) 28.907 (2) 24.414 (1)
211.460 (2) 28.367 (1) 24.802 (2) 20.864 (1)
23.912 (2) 21.050 (1)
23.515 (1)
ortho-H2
218.140 (2) 219.287 (2) 217.644 (1) 214.728 (2) 210.642 (1) 25.525 (2)
217.442 (1) 219.227 (1) 217.098 (2) 213.393 (1) 28.287 (2) 22.039 (1)
28.431 (1) 214.632 (1) 210.841 (2) 26.755 (1) 22.340 (2)
26.731 (2) 213.230 (2) 28.576 (1) 23.967 (2)
20.074 (1) 27.586 (2) 24.941 (1) 21.216 (2)
27.094 (1) 24.273 (1) 20.031 (2)
26.820 (2) 24.245 (2)
24.129 (1) 20.893 (2)
20.756 (1)
20.707 (2)
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jB51, 3, 5 for ortho-H2 . The radial basis xn(R) consisted
of 50 functions (nmax549); the nonlinear parameters Re
513.5 a0 , De5132.5 cm21, and ve535.0 cm21 in this ba-
sis were optimized in energy minimizations with smaller val-
ues of nmax .
We tested our program by constructing simple model
diabatic potentials that consist of an isotropic Morse poten-
tial and the anisotropic electrostatic quadrupole–quadrupole
term. This model produces directly the analytical form
of the diabatic potentials Vm8,m(R ,u ,f) for all m8 and m
521, 0, 1, see Eq. ~22! in Sec. III. We coded the compu-
tation of the Hamiltonian matrix and its eigenvalues in a
fully coupled basis in space-fixed coordinates with the for-
mulas from Refs. 4 and 5, as well as in the spin–orbit
coupled BF basis of Eqs. ~33! and ~34!. The eigenvalues
agree to machine accuracy. Furthermore, we performed the
calculation of the bound levels in this model potential and
the levels of F– H2 with the HIBRIDON 4.1 ~Ref. 39! suite of
programs. The definitions of the diabatic potentials that
HIBRIDON needs as input are given in Ref. 3. We discovered
that the potential Vxz(R ,u) occurring in Table I of Ref. 3
should be divided by 21/2 instead of multiplied by this factor,
and that the HIBRIDON input potential Vd(R ,u) does not cor-
respond to (Vyy2Vxx)/2 as in Eq. ~23! of Ref. 3 but, instead,
to (Vxx2Vyy)/2. With these changes in the input HIBRIDON
produced results that were in perfect agreement with those
from our programs.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The complete set of rovibrational energies of the F– H2
van der Waals complex is given in Table I. Figure 4 repre-
sents the levels graphically. The potential that we used pro-FIG. 4. Bound levels of F(
2P) – H2 for para and ortho H2 and both 6
parities.
TABLE II. Character of the bound states in Table I for J5 12 up to
5
2, in terms of the parity-adapted basis with quantum numbers uuvAu,uvBu,uVu,6&. All these
low lying states have jA5 32, with jB50 for para-H2 and jB51 for ortho-H2 . Only the most important basis functions are indicated. The label 6 denotes the
overall parity of the eigenvector.
J5 12 J5
3
2 J5
5
2
para-H2
99% u 12,0,
1
2,1& 96% u
1
2,0,
1
2,2& 93% u
1
2,0,
1
2,1&
99% u 12,0,
1
2,2& 86% u
1
2,0,
1
2,1& 60% u
1
2,0,
1
2,2&, 40% u
3
2,0,
3
2,2&
97% u 32,0,
3
2,2& 93% u
3
2,0,
3
2,1&
87% u 32,0,
3
2,1&
ortho-H2
96% u 12,1,
1
2,2& 66% u
1
2,1,
3
2,2&, 28% u
1
2,1,
1
2,2& 58% u
1
2,1,
3
2,1&, 30% u
1
2,1,
1
2,1&
98% u 12,1,
1
2,1& 60% u
1
2,1,
3
2,1&, 37% u
1
2,1,
1
2,1& 55% u
1
2,1,
3
2,2&, 40% u
1
2,1,
1
2,2&
69% u 12,0,
1
2,1& , 31% u
3
2,1,
1
2,1& 55% u
1
2,1,
1
2,1&, 31% u
1
2,1,
3
2,1& 44% u
1
2,1,
1
2,2&, 24% u
1
2,1,
3
2,2& , 17% u
3
2,0,
3
2,2&
54% u 12,0,
1
2,2& , 46% u
3
2,1,
1
2,2& 69% u
1
2,1,
1
2,2&, 22% u
1
2,1,
3
2,2& 57% u
1
2,1,
1
2,1&, 15% u
3
2,0,
3
2,1&
77% u 32,1,
1
2,1& , 21% u
1
2,0,
1
2,1& 51% u
3
2,0,
3
2,2&, 34% u
1
2,0,
1
2,2& 60% u
3
2,0,
3
2,1&, 22% u
1
2,1,
3
2,1&
90% u 32,0,
3
2,1& 52% u
1
2,0,
1
2,1&, 27% u
3
2,1,
1
2,1&
39% u 32,0,
3
2,2&, 35% u
1
2,0,
1
2,2&, 27% u
3
2,1,
1
2,2& 70% u
3
2,0,
3
2,2&, 14% u
1
2,1,
3
2,2&
56% u 32,1,
1
2,1&, 43% u
1
2,0,
1
2,1& 87% u
3
2,1,
5
2,2&
84% u 32,1,
5
2,1&
65% u 32,1,
1
2,2&, 29% u
1
2,0,
1
2,2&
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duces no bound states for quantum numbers J larger than 92
for para-H2 and for J larger than 112 for ortho-H2 . The bind-
ing energy D0 of the para-H2 complex is 14.6 cm21; the
ortho-H2 complex is bound by 19.3 cm21. For comparison
we note that the well depth De of the lowest adiabatic po-
tential ~with u590°) is 141.4 cm21 and the well depth of the
lowest adiabatic potential with the spin–orbit coupling in-
cluded is 67.8 cm21 ~also for u590°).25 Hence, this com-
plex contains a substantial amount of zero-point energy.
In order to test the effect of freezing the H2 bond length
at the vibrationally averaged value r051.44836 a0 we also
performed computations with the H2 bond length frozen at
re51.40112 a0 and with the three-dimensional diabatic po-
tentials averaged over the ground vibrational (v50) wave
function of H2 . The well depth of the lowest adiabatic po-
tential without spin–orbit coupling is 133.1 cm21 for r
5re , 141.4 cm21 for r5r0 , and 142.3 cm21 for the vibra-
tionally averaged case. With the inclusion of spin–orbit cou-
pling the well depths of the lowest adiabatic potential are
64.5, 67.8, and 68.2 cm21, respectively. The lowest bound
levels are higher by about 1.2 cm21 than the levels reported
in Table I and Fig. 4 when we change r from r0 to re and
lower by about 0.2 cm21 for the vibrationally averaged po-
tential. These changes become smaller when the levels ap-
proach the dissociation threshold. Especially the changes in
going from re to r0 are substantial; this is related to the
presence of a chemically bound energy minimum for the
linear F–H–H geometry. The depth of this chemical mini-
mum and the barrier that separates it from the van der Waals
minimum are strongly dependent on r ~Ref. 25! and also the
depth of the latter minimum depends rather sensitively on r .
Takayanagi and Kurosaki24 reported van der Waals reso-
nances in the cumulative reaction probabilities for the F– H2
FIG. 5. Density of the J5 12 bound state of para-H2 – F of 1 parity as
function of the F-atom position in the BF xz plane, with the hydrogen
molecule lying along the horizontal z axis and the origin at the center-of-
mass of H2 . Energy: 214.570 cm21.
FIG. 6. Density of the J5 12 bound states of ortho-H2 – F of 1 parity as
function of the F-atom position in the BF xz plane, with the hydrogen
molecule lying along the horizontal z axis and the origin at the center-of-
mass of H2 . Energies: ~a! 217.442, ~b! 28.431, ~c! 20.074 cm21.
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system. In order to characterize these resonances they em-
ployed the Stark–Werner potential40 for F– H2 , obtained
one-dimensional potential curves by averaging the diabatic
potentials over the 2P3/2 ground state of the free F-atom and
over the rovibrational states (v , j) of free H2 , and then
solved the one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation for each
curve separately. From Fig. 3 of their paper24 one can esti-
mate their value of D0 . It is 12– 14 cm21 for the para-H2
complex which, in spite of their approximations, is quite
close to our result. But they find a substantially smaller value
of D0 for the ortho-H2 complex, whereas we find a larger
value. This must be due to their rotational averaging over the
unperturbed j51 state of ortho-H2 , while in our treatment
the ortho-H2 monomer can use its v521, 0, 1 compo-
nents to adopt the most favorable orientation in the complex.
Table II gives the character of the eigenvectors for J
5 12,
3
2, and 52 expressed in the spin–orbit coupled basis and
Figs. 5 and 6 show density contours of the J5 12 bound states
of the para and ortho H2 – F complex. These densities are
obtained by integration of the absolute square of the wave
function over all coordinates except R and u. They are dis-
played as functions of z5R cos u and x5R sin u, the Carte-
sian coordinates of the F atom, with the horizontal z axis
representing the H2 bond axis and the origin at the center of
mass of the hydrogen molecule. We show only the densities
of the bound states of 1 parity, as there is very little differ-
ence with the corresponding states of 2 parity. In Fig. 5 one
observes that the para-H2 molecule in the F– H2 complex is
very nearly spherical, in agreement with the observation in
Table II that the bound state wave function has almost exclu-
sively jB50 character and little admixture of the basis func-
tions with higher ~even! jB . This is a consequence of the
large rotational constant b0559.34 cm21 of H2 , which
causes a gap of 356 cm21 between the levels with jB52 and
jB50 that is large with respect to the anisotropy in the F– H2
potential.
Also the bound states of ortho-H2 – F contain almost ex-
clusively the lowest rotational H2 wave function which has
jB51 in this case. Since the jB51 state has degenerate com-
ponents with vB521, 0, 1, the H2 molecule in the bound
ortho-H2 – F complex has the possibility to adopt its most
favorable orientation. Figure 6~a! shows that a T-shaped
complex with primarily uvBu51 ~see Table II! has the lowest
energy. It is somewhat more compact, with maximum den-
sity at R56.19 a0 , than the bound state of para-H2 – F with
maximum density at R56.31 a0 . This is in agreement with
the binding energy D0 being larger for ortho-H2 – F than for
para-H2 – F; the states with J5 12 and 1 parity that are dis-
played lie at 217.4 and 214.6 cm21, respectively. The next
higher ortho-H2 – F bound state with J5 12 has mainly vB
50 character with some admixture of uvBu51 components
and it adopts primarily the linear geometry, see Fig. 6~b!,
with maximum density at R56.85 a0 . The highest level of
ortho-H2 – F is bound by only 0.074 cm21 and it is quite
diffuse. Figure 6~c! shows that it has two maxima in the
density, one for the T-shaped geometry at R59.31 a0 and
one for the linear geometry at R56.99 a0 . For higher J val-
ues the densities do not present new features. The radius of
maximum density changes slightly from one state to another
but the pattern observed for J5 12 remains.
The electronic quantum number corresponding to these
low lying states is always jA5 32. The large spin–orbit split-
ting in the F(2P) atom makes the jA5 12 states nearly inac-
cessible. The vA quantum number which corresponds to the
projection of jA on the intermolecular axis R may vary from
one state to another, however. The para-H2 – F bound state
with J5 12 must have uvAu5 12 because jB5vB50 for this
state and V5vA1vB must be 6 12 for J5 12. For the para-
H2 – F states with J> 32 and for the ortho-H2 – F states uvAu
can be either 12 or 32. Table II shows that most of the lower
bound states have uvAu5 12, whereas the higher states obtain
more and more uvAu5 32 character. This quantum number
uvAu is related to the orientation of the ‘‘p-hole’’ in the elec-
tron distribution of the F(2P) atom. For uvAu5 32 the projec-
tion of the orbital angular momentum l51 can only be m
561 and, hence, the p-hole is directed perpendicular to the
F– H2 axis R. States with uvAu5 12 and jA5 32 contain two-
TABLE III. Bound states of F–H2 for J5
1
2 up to
13
2 calculated with the potential of Aquilanti et al. ~Ref. 17!. Explanations, see Table I.
J5 12 J5
3
2 J5
5
2 J5
7
2 J5
9
2 J5
11
2 J5
13
2
para-H2
217.800 (1) 217.258 (2) 215.308 (1) 211.986 (2) 27.381 (1) 21.672 (2)
214.768 (2) 211.423 (1) 27.190 (2) 22.429 (1)
23.869 (2) 21.198 (1)
23.699 (1) 20.487 (2)
ortho-H2
222.795 (2) 223.877 (2) 222.094 (1) 218.976 (2) 214.621 (1) 29.145 (2) 22.725 (1)
222.270 (1) 223.868 (1) 221.757 (2) 218.071 (1) 212.925 (2) 26.467 (1)
29.205 (1) 219.019 (1) 214.610 (2) 29.499 (1) 24.019 (2)
27.484 (2) 217.978 (2) 212.786 (1) 26.833 (2) 20.884 (1)
20.445 (1) 28.249 (2) 25.984 (1) 22.369 (2)
20.005 (2) 26.168 (1) 24.265 (1) 21.266 (2)
26.126 (2) 24.180 (2) 20.837 (1)
24.903 (1) 21.467 (2)
21.125 (2)
21.057 (1)
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thirds of the m50 character and one-third of the m561
character, cf. Eq. ~33!, and the p-hole is primarily directed
along R for such states.
Table III lists the energies of the bound levels computed
with the empirical potential of Aquilanti et al.17 They are
lower than the levels in Table I and Fig. 4 and D0 is larger,
due to the deeper well in the diabatic potential V0,0 . Also the
number of bound states is larger for this potential. Additional
bound states appear for J5 112 in para-H2 – F and for J5 132 in
ortho-H2 – F. We also analyzed the bound wave functions;
most of them are similar to the eigenvectors reported in
Table II.
At present, there are no experimental data to compare
with our predicted levels. We hope that spectroscopists will
soon acquire these data. Since the levels depend sensitively
on the potential surface, one will then be able to tell which of
the potentials is the most accurate. Finally we mention that
similar work on the bound states of Cl(2P) – H2 ,
Br(2P) – H2 , and Cl(2P) – HCl is in progress. Also inelastic
scattering and photodissociation cross sections are being cal-
culated. All this work makes use of the procedures outlined
in the present paper and the diabatic potentials of Kłos
et al.30,41,42 calculated with the UCCSD~T! method.
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